The Gamecock

Three Gamecock Boys In NCAA Meet

Baseballers Leave Home Next Week Facing Clemson, Wake Forest, Duke

While expected to go back into action with a likely schedule featuring four games, all on the road. The Boys play Clemson Monday, Wake Forest Wednesday, and then travel to North Carolina for games with Wake Forest and Duke.

Coach Ted Peteck has advised the boys about the need for defense, something that was totally lacking in the games with Duke and Michigan State. Batting drills were also scheduled and practiced to sharpen a few hitting eyes. The Gamers have a disadvantage on the bases and the pitching will answer the speed of the Dexter and BU MBF.

In facing Clemson, the Gamecock meet a team that has been rated right up there in the SEC. There are a few runners returning from last year’s team. One of these is a fellow who hit .400. The Tigers are regarded as one of the tough SEC teams.

In the game against Wake Forest, the boys will have a tough opponent to deal with. Wake Forest is one of the strongest SEC teams. The Wake Forest and Duke games are a big test for the team.
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Injury Jurks Bringman From Third SIBT Title

By James B. Birn

Brigman has a tough choice to make. He won the third SIBT title in a row, but that doesn’t mean he can’t make a comeback. Brigman has a decision to make. He can choose to stay with the same team or try something new. It’s a tough decision, but he needs to make the right choice. The team that he chooses will have a big impact on his future.
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Sportsquiz

The best Sportsquiz team was the one that we only received one answer to. Bill Senesky and Bill Johnson were the champions. It was good enough to win him his ticket to the Carolina Theatre. Two boys were given extensive battle in the twenties and engaged in the most famous arena in the world.
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 10...The Harlequin Duck

For $3.54
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"I may be a clown—but I'm no fool!"

While this may seem like a quote from a cartoon character, it actually reflects the attitude of the Harlequin Duck. The duck holds nothing much in the way of social graces and prefers to keep to itself. Snap judgments don’t take the place of regular, day-to-day smoking. That’s why so many smokers are turning to..."